
 

 

 

  

                      

Abstract— Communication between two parties 

needs security, so we introduce the protocol called PAKE 

(password authenticated key exchange), here client divide its 

password into two shares that is stored in 2S (two servers), 

these 2 server communicate or coordinate to each other without 

knowing the password of client because if any server get 

compromised by an opponent, password of client have to be 

remain secure, we present a two server based PAKE protocol 

on the basis of IBE (Identity Based Encryption) by using this 

we achieve implicit authentication. So far  two party PAKE and 

IBE provable secure without random oracles compare with 

katz et al’s 2S PAKE, our  IBE 2S PAKE protocol  can save 

computation in each server 

Index Term-PAKE,IBE,2Server,Ant optimization 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The encrypted key by follows protocol implementation 

specially used for transmission of secure data between two 

ends.The authenticated key in protocol needed for 

communication between two system procedure. In previous 

model, the secret key is preserved between the two parties 

for data transmission. Based on the model during 

communication the strongly connected data need extra 

preservation ,so  one way of communication private key-

encryption/decryption  used for signing between one end to 

another end .As for another way public key is signing for 

Encryption/Decryption between two parties. The Key 

representation is difficult to maintain and using method 

involves in encryption is difficult to implement. In practice, 

the keys involves in authenticated purpose for secret 

communication is very important for further 

implementation.Another way of encrypted key can protected 

in personnal device,by password against hackers hacking the 

secret key.This may leak of password to third party.So 

“human –rememberable”keeping password in memory only 

way to avoid the hacking. 

 Bellovin and Merritt [3] were use the password-based 

authenticated key exchange (PAKE) protocol,through  

cryptographic key encryption  secure communication is  

 
 

 

transformed between two ends for secret communication to 

reduce the possibility of hacking . 

. A PAKE protocol haspossibility to work in  on-line and 

off-linegroupingdictionaryattacks. 

Inanoff-linegroupingdictionaryattack.Among them 

preferable to online grouping attacks the third party can 

login number of times to  break the password and tries to 

collect all details of particular project.In offline grouping 

dictionary attacks it try to match the collected password with 

current running module password with number of possible 

attempts. To break the password the online grouping 

dictionary attack preferable chosen by hackers ,adversary to 

stop the attack threshold level can be fixed with 

automatically. 

The number of attempt reached threshold level means the 

automatic message generated to stop the further processing. 

This method can efficiently increase by saving the password 

in two server to stop the hackers to break the password. 

Preferably offline grouping attack only less preferable to  

hackers try to break the password.   

 

              II ARCHITECTURE DESIGN               

 

 

                           Fig1.1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

                                III RELATED WORK 

ID-based PAKE: ID-based PAKE protocols were 

proposed   by Yi et al. [2],encrypted key save the private 

password in the identical server,their respected client need to 

remember the password in identical server. Promisely client 
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needs to remember a password in addition to the identity of 

the server, where as the server keeps the password in 

addition to a private key related to its identity. ID-based 

PAKE  and PKI-based PAKE can apply the 

encryption/decryption communication protocol using only 

password generation method during transmission.The way of 

using  protocol transmission using password generation by 

two methods (i) single-server and (ii)Multi-server.In the 

single-server setting, the authentication of all password 

generation conditionally  satisfying  after the client then only 

allow to  store in single server. Hackers can compromise the 

single server easily and break the password and started to 

take their needed things . If the server is compromised, may 

also one of the reason that they are true kerberos for secure 

communication.For example hackers  invade the system and 

by using number of ways to break the username and 

password against their respected identical server.To address 

this problem, the multi-server setting for PAKE was first 

suggested in [4],  the particular identical   password of the 

client can accumulated  in multi servers by following PAKE 

protocols. PAKE protocols in the multi-server setting can be 

classified into two categories,(i) Threshold PAKE,(ii) Two 

Server PAKE 

 

A. Security challenges for the public cloud 

Cloud computing rule the communication part of world in 

network administration.Online communication is the most 

exciting work participated major role in cloud computing. 

The major concern of cloud computing need privacy and 

security in secure communication .To adopt the cloud 

computing concept by adopting various methods and 

challenges are outlined and its overcomes methods from its 

threats can adopt by using optimization. Here the Ant colony 

optimization can implement with security and privacy issues 

using PAKE protocol in two server can give trust worthy 

cryptographic communication.  

 

B. Public key encryption with  Ant optimization 

D. Boneh, G. Di Crescenzo, et al here discuss about 

searching particular data among all data streams through 

encrypted data communication. Consider one source end 

user sends email by encryption /decryption to another end 

user Alice encrypted under Alice's public key. An email 

gateway allows the server 

 to communicate and check whether the data contains 

keyword “immediate” means it provide the way of 

communication fastly. The another end Alice able collect the 

data without any loss and communicate quickly by Ant 

Optimization technique. Eventhough the word “Immediate” 

indicates quick transmission to Alice Ant optimization 

techniques provides base for quick retrieval data without 

revealing data to third party.After approval of Alice, on the 

other hand then only can able to decrypt and accept the 

message. By using the method of “Public Key Encryption 

with Search keyword” gateway able to reveal the data to 

Alice without identifies the content of anything else. The 

“Immediate” keyword helps with optimization techniques 

for easy communication for transferring data to another end 

without revealing the particular content of data.The Public 

key Encryption mechanism also follows some keyword 

which helps to provide secure communication. 

 

C. Data integrity Preserving Keyword on remote cloud 

We consider the following problem: Optimization helps in 

cloud computing for proper utilization and sharing of 

resource.It will be very convenient method performs along 

with Encryption/Decryption method for resource utilization 

with cryptographic communication.  

Consider in  problem  a one trusted user X wants to 

retrieve only needed collected data from total transmission 

of data in secure communication.All the group of message 

can encrypted in single signature and that can transmitted to 

another end under the proper resource utilization in single 

public cryptographic  key .For Example one user ,during 

travelling time he needed already saved email which was 

already encrypted in group formature for their integrity and 

security.Particularly he needs one old message and after 

retrieving that mail for their  further processing,which was 

undergoes some critical operation without comprising 

security .That same message should again  transmitted and 

save in encrypted form added to already present message. 

This was very difficult to handle that condition, because 

identification of identity server without comprising security 

and should maintain data integrity some  wants to store his 

files in an encrypted form on a remote file server S. 

 

III.PROPOSED METHODOLOGY. 
In this paper, we propose a new method based on new 

algorithm ID2S PAKE protocols insisted on  two way 

identity-based signature scheme (TWIBS).Based on the 

method optimized data can ready to transfer between two 

ends.To ensure the safety purpose encryption key 

cryptography method can apply over ID2S PAKE protocols 

for more safety purpose. The basic idea of the proposed 

method is applying ID2S PAKE protocols on password 

during encryption.The strong password can split into two 

equal parts and store in service server.The strong entity data 

transmission  can carry out by splitting password  and saved 

into two respected server.Each server maintain separate 

private key for signing purpose for each authentication.In 

Key cryptography each server compromise its client by 

public key for encryption addition with identity-based 

signature  on it. The signature can be verified by the client 

on the basis of the identity of the server. After the complete 

verification, the client submits to the server one share of the 
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password encrypted with the public key of the server.  

On second way of communication decryption keys follow 

by both servers can derive the same one-time password.At 

same time both server should derive the same one-time 

password.Through ID2S PAKE protocol the two server can 

authenticate to each other in complete secure manner.The 

Katz et al.’s protocol is password-only, each  client needs to 

remember their respected password  for further 

communication.It may also composed of variety of  public 

and private key model encryption. Our proposed protocols 

are identity based signature method is follows between client 

and each server.Client needs to remember the 

password,which should comparable should satisfy their 

respected identical server.The cryptography encryption 

involves identical based signature contain common public 

parameters,which includes  the masterpublic key.The private 

key based signature also applicable on ID2S PAKE 

protocols  related to his identity, by sharing  the 

password.Ant optimization supports working  with secure 

cryptographic encryption key exchange  in addition with 

secure identity based PAKE protocol. By using optimization 

techniques it improve the efficiency of working method of 

PAKE protocol. 

Advantages: 

I) It provides a two server authenticated cryptographic  

key-exchange protocol in secure communication. 

II) It prove its flexibility against offline grouping 

dictionary attacks and online grouping dictionary 

attacks when passwords are used 

III) Ant Optimization well facilitated in cryptographic 

key exchange. 

        IV)Proper resource utilization and load balancing is         

followed in secure communication. 

 

                     IV DESIGNING 

 A.Input Design 

The system is mainly linked with secure information with 

invoking user. It will be more supportive to preserve data 

and increasing its efficiency for further data preparation.All 

needed  steps are  utilized for further processing to overcome 

from the error.The commited resources can also inspect by 

their respected client before password splitting into two 

server.The needed resources only processed in secure 

communication with the help of Ant optimization.The 

resources can accessed directly in cloud computing.This will 

be very useful to avoid wastage of extra resources and 

perfect load balanced is followed in cryptographic key 

exchange. The design of input focuses on controlling the 

limit accessing of resources, controlling the errors, avoiding 

delay, avoiding extra steps and keeping the process simple. 

The architecture of input design is fully based on secure and 

data integrity.The concept of Ant optimization is well 

utilized for proper resource utilization and equalize the load 

balancing in the distributed environment.Ant optimization 

gives most previlage  use for data communication in 

distributed environment.It mainly concern with 

 1) How much amount of  data should be given as input? 

2) Inwhich order data are arranged for secure 

communication? 

3)What type of identity based cryptography is used  to guide 

for secure communication.  

 B.WorkFlowDesign 

.Input Design is the process of large amount of data can be 

transmitted using Identity based signature cryptography 

method.It will suitable for secure communication and 

prevent third party to invade the current processing data.The 

Two splitting password concept in their identical server 

denotes its its identity in well utilized of resource 

amount.This design is mainly processed  to avoid errors in 

the data  and mention  the correct direction to user for 

getting correct information from the computerized server. 

 

2. It is achieved by creating user-friendly screens for the data 

entry to handle large volume of data. The goal of designing 

input is to make data entry easier and to be free from errors. 

The data entry screen is designed in such a way that all the 

data manipulates can be performed. It also provides record 

viewing facilities. 

 

3.When the data is entered it will check for its validity. Data 

can be entered with the help of screens. Appropriate 

messages are provided as when needed so that the user 

 will not be in maize of instant. Thus the objective of input 

design is to create an input layout that is easy to follow 

 

c. Output Design 

A quality output is one, which meets the requirements of the 

end user and presents the information clearly. In any system 

results of processing are communicated to the users and to 

other system through outputs. In output design it is 

determined how the information is to be displaced for 

immediate need and also the hard copy output. It is the most 

important and direct source information to the user. Efficient 

and intelligent output design improves the system’s 

relationship to help user decision-making. 
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1. Designing computer output should proceed in an 

organized, well thought out manner; the right output must be 

developed while ensuring that each output element is 

designed so that people will find the system can use easily 

and effectively. When analysis design computer output, they 

should Identify the specific output that is needed to meet the 

requirements. 

2.Select methods for presenting information. 

3.Create document, report, or other formats that contain 

information produced by the system. 

The output form of an information system should 

accomplish one or more of the following objectives.Convey 

information about past activities, current status or 

projections of theFuture.Signal important events, 

opportunities, problems, or warnings.Trigger an 

action.Confirm an action. 

 

V IMPLEMENTATION & RESULT 

 

User:  

The user, who can be an individual or an organization 

originally storing their data in two server accessing the data. 

                                 FIG.2. User profile 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Fig.3.user information uploaded in server 

Server: 

After receiving the query from the receiver, the front server 

pre-processes the trapdoor and all the PAKE ciphertexts 

using its private key, and then sends some internal testing-

states to the back server with the corresponding trapdoor and 

PAKE ciphertexts hidden. 

 

Back Server: 

In this module, the back server can then decide which 

documents are queried by the receiver using its private key 

and the received internal testing-states from the front server. 

Decryption. 

Uploaded files can be decrypted my using protocol IBE 
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File forwarding 

 

In thisfig  uploaded files can be forwarded to the valid user  

 

 

 

 
IV CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

 

In this paper we present two efficient compilers to 

transformany two-party PAKE protocol to an ID2S PAKE 

protocolwith identity-based cryptography. In addition, we 

have provided a rigorous proof of security for our 

compilerswithout random oracle. Our compilers are in 

particular suitablefor the applications of password-based 

authenticationwhere an identity-based system has already 

established.Our future work is to construct an identity-based 

multipleserverPAKE protocol with any two-party PAKE 

protocol. 
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